Multiple Tubing Segment (MTS) Set with stay•safe® Pl N Connectors

Cat. No. 050-50758 Sterile single-use disposable
Storage: Store at room temperature. Protect from excessive heat and freezing.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE (IFU)

CAUTION: Federal law restricts this device to sale by or on the order of a physician.

INDICATIONS FOR USE
The Multiple Tubing Segment (MTS) Set with stay-safe PIN Connectors is indicated for use by patients with acute and chronic end-stage renal disease undergoing peritoneal dialysis (PD) in a healthcare facility or at home. The MTS Set is placed during set-up to make additional connections to the cycler set when prescribed or when an interruption in treatment is necessary. This device is compatible with stay-safe Peritoneal Dialysis (PD) connectology system and is to be used only with Fresenius Medical Care (FMCNA) Cyclers and Cycler Sets.

WARNINGS
Use aseptic technique with every connection and disconnection to reduce the risk of infection. For single use only. Do not reuse, reprocess, or resterilize this product. The reuse of the line may increase the risk of infection. MTS Set is packaged with caps in place. Caps must be in place prior to use. The use of an uncapped or damaged product may increase the risk of infection.

PRECAUTIONS
Ensure connections are secure prior to use.

STERILE PRODUCT: EO STERILIZED
Caps must be in place to ensure sterility and a non-pyrogenic fluid pathway. Patients apply, visit www.fmcna.com/patents

This product and package are not made with natural rubber latex. Assembled in Mexico.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS

Fresenius Medical Care NA  Waltham, MA 02451  1.800.323.5188  711.4451.

COMPONENTS REFERENCED IN IFU STEPS

ATTACHING MTS SET TO THE CYCLER SET

NOTE:
- To disconnect from the cycler set, check that the PIN is inserted into your catheter extension set.
- After Pause/Disconnection, always use a new sterile PIN connector.

1. Gather MTS Set and stay-safe organizer with clip.
2. Check MT S Set expiration date.
3. Insert the cycler set PIN connector at a 45 degree angle into the opening of the organizer clip.
4. Unscrew and remove cap from the cycler set PIN connector.
5. Remove blue cap from MTS Set. Connect MTS Set to cycler set PIN connector.
6. Remove cycler set PIN connector from organizer clip.
7. Insert MTS Set PIN connector that is at the end of the patient line into organizer clip.
8. Follow cycler's on screen instructions to complete set up and start treatment.
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**DISCONNECTING FROM CYCLER DURING PAUSE**

1. Use aseptic technique per facility procedure.

2. Place a new stay-safe cap into the left notch of the organizer.

3. Ensure cycler set blue clamp and catheter extension set white clamp are open.
   - Turn the blue button on the PIN connector attached to catheter extension set 1/4 turn clockwise to unlock.

4. Press the blue button to insert the PIN into the catheter extension set.

5. Close cycler set blue clamp and catheter extension set white clamp.

6. Insert PIN connector that is connected to the catheter extension set into organizer clip.

7. Unscrew and remove protective cover from new stay-safe cap.
   - Set aside for later use.

8. Unscrew the catheter extension set from the PIN connector.

9. Pull the catheter extension set back from the PIN connector without bending or twisting the PIN.
   - Hold the catheter extension set up slightly.
   - Be sure the PIN is visible.

10. Immediately connect the catheter extension set to the new stay-safe cap.

11. Make sure cap is tight.

12. Place the protective cover from the stay-safe cap on the PIN connector.
   - The used PIN connector remains in the organizer clip.

13. **WARNING:** Reconnecting to a used PIN connector may increase the risk of infection.

**RECONNECTING TO THE CYCLER AFTER PAUSE**

1. Use aseptic technique per facility procedure.

2. Remove used PIN connector from the organizer clip.
   - Remove wrapper from unused PIN connector using red pull tab, then insert the unused PIN connector into the organizer clip.

3. Make your catheter extension set accessible.
   - Re-sanitize your hands.
   - Be sure the catheter extension set white clamp is closed.
   - Insert the catheter extension set into the right notch of the organizer.

4. Unscrew and remove used PIN connector.

5. Unscrew the catheter extension set from the stay-safe cap and connect to PIN connector.

6. Open cycler set blue clamp and catheter extension set white clamp.

7. Remove PIN connector from the organizer clip.
   - Follow cycler’s on-screen instructions to resume treatment.
   - Follow your PD Nurse’s instructions for disposal of MTS Set per local regulations.

8. Make your catheter extension set accessible.
   - Re-sanitize your hands.
   - Be sure the catheter extension set white clamp is closed.
   - Insert the catheter extension set into the right notch of the organizer.

9. Unscrew and remove used PIN connector.

10. Remove the catheter extension set from organizer notch.

11. Immediately connect the catheter extension set to the new stay-safe cap.

12. Open cycler set blue clamp and catheter extension set white clamp.

13. Follow your PD Nurse’s instructions for disposal of MTS Set per local regulations.